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**Goal**

- Enhance RTEP Process, Improve Rule Enforcement, and Identify Legal Requirements
- Improve Transparency for Members, Developers and Stakeholders through the TEAC

**Sub-goals:**
- Quality Control of Results Going into Windows
- Decisional Process Documentation
Window Revision Analysis

What
Analysis of updates that occurred after the opening of the window and led to violations being taken out of consideration or added to the window.

Why
Determine common reasons for updates and address issues.
Focus of Analysis

First & Second TO Reviews
Modeling & Contingency Updates
Analysis Verification

Case Build
Analysis
Quality Control Check

Open Window
Close Window

2 weeks
> 6 months with TEAC communications
Most recent RTEP Cycle provides example of the impacts of revisions during and after close of window:

– Overlap with Light Load and Winter violations in Windows 2 & 3
– A rating used in calculating an overload in Window 3 was incorrect

– Result:
  • Opening of Window 3 Addendum
  • Need for extra time and resources
• Continue to track window revision history

• Work with TO’s to understand timing & resource needs for data quality

• Provide TO’s with consistent scheduling of modeling process to:
  – Improve transparency of expectations
  – Allow for proper allocation of resources

• **What else** can PJM do to facilitate improvements?
• Feedback on Window Revision Analysis
• Present documentation of the proposal evaluation process